LearnLive Continuum

Providing and administering training and CPE can be both complex and costly for your firm and challenging for your professionals to fit into their demanding work schedules.

Introducing LearnLive Continuum™, the most comprehensive suite of cost effective, turn-key training solutions that solve both your firm’s and professionals’ needs for a fraction of the cost and time demands of what most accounting firms are spending today. The Continuum family has four products: Compass™, Compliance Tracking™, Connect™ and Capture™. These products provide your firm with an integrated learning management system, an automated compliance manager, a live webcast delivery platform and a course authoring tool.

LearnLive Continuum Family of Products

LearnLive Compass
Learning Management System

This revolutionary learning management system is specifically designed for accounting professionals to access and manage all professional development and training from a centralized, easy-to-use learning portal.

LearnLive Compliance Tracking
Automated Compliance Manager

This centralized CPE tracking system not only eliminates the need for manual administration, but has the unique intelligence to go beyond tracking to suggest appropriate training programs to meet your professionals’ compliance requirements by state or designation.

LearnLive Connect
Live Webcast Delivery Platform

The first and most comprehensive solution created specifically for accounting firms to deliver dynamic and engaging online training and CPE. Connect gives your remote participants a live, front row seat at their desktops or conference rooms and automates the tracking of participation.

LearnLive Capture
Course Authoring Tool

The most secure and simple way to capture and convert your ongoing training programs and archived training materials into fully-certified, user-friendly, online CPE self-study programs that can be accessed by your professionals on demand, 24/7.
The LearnLive Continuum Family of Products is a Fully-Integrated, Best-In-Class Learning Platform for Today’s Accounting Firms & Professionals

- Unsurpassed automation allows your firm to focus on learning, not administration, delighting your administrators and professionals.
- Each product is user-friendly and synchronized with the others to enable a unified, turn-key solution.
- Drastically lowers costs by eliminating manual administration, excessive travel, redundant efforts due to schedule conflicts, and the need for managing disconnected internal and external systems and vendors.
- Meets all prescribed guidelines required by state boards for web-based delivery.
- Frees up your learning team to focus on creating great content, not on tracking and management of disjointed, disconnected, antiquated systems.
- Fully secure and fully hosted to stay up and running while protecting your proprietary information.
- Customizable to your firm’s unique needs and branding.
- All possible with one easy log-in to a central location.

With no software to install or lengthy customization work required, you can reap the benefits of LearnLive Continuum in just a few weeks — without sacrificing functionality. LearnLive’s hosted solution with subscription-based pricing and modular design will support your organizational needs and deliver what you want, when you want it.

To transform your training, visit www.learnlive.com

About LearnLive

LearnLive Technologies provides a comprehensive learning platform focused on meeting the specific professional development, career planning, and compliance tracking needs of professional services firms. The integrated learning platform, used by many of the top 100 accounting firms and NLJ 250, includes a Learning Management System, certified delivery platform, class conversion tools, and compliance tracking modules. For a free demo, contact us today at (206) 812-4700 or sales@learnlive.com.